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James DeMeo
Saharasia - a controversial 'Marriage of Heresies' over 10 years in the making - will change forever your way of looking at the world, your home culture and current events.

**Saharasia proves:**

- The scientific validity of Wilhelm Reich's Sex-Economic Theory of human behavior, through clear and concise cross-cultural testing and verification. Cultures which engage in child abuse and sex-repression predictably develop violent, superstitious and warlike characteristics. Cultures which preserve Mother-love for children, do not beat or coerce their children and do not suppress the sexuality of their unmarried adolescents or females predictably remain peaceful and egalitarian.

- The existence of a world-wide period of peaceful human social conditions where archaeology has no clear evidence for warfare or social violence. The "Garden of Eden" myths appear to be based upon this early factual situation, which ended with the onset of severe, generations-long drought and famine in the Old World.

- A devastating climate change which occurred at c.4000-3500 BCE, when vast areas of Arabia and Central Asia were converted from lush grassland-forest conditions into dry desert. This climate change eventually spread to create the vast Sahara Desert and the interrelated deserts of the Middle East and Central Asia: Saharasia.

- The destruction of numerous peaceful and technologically developed cultural groups and city-states in the Old World by widespread and enduring drought and desert expansion, which left terrible famine, starvation and emotionally traumatic conditions in its wake.

- The loss of age-old gentle and loving forms of child-rearing and male/female relations in the remnants of cultures which survived the massive epoch of drought and desertification, with the subsequent development of patriarchal authoritarian and violent, warlike characteristics.

- The stimulation of massive waves of land-abandonment and out-migrations from the dried-up areas in great diasporas from Arabia and Central Asia. Drought and starvation dramatically changed these peoples, transforming their original peaceful and egalitarian social behavior into warlike and authoritarian social conditions. Over the centuries, peoples from Arabia and Central Asia spread their patristic and armored way of life through conquest and invasion, dramatically affecting the histories (and current events) of Europe, Africa, India, China, Japan and other world regions.

- Kingly-warrior central-states of Saharasia progressively spread their child-abusive, sex-repressive and violent social institutions over the Old World, and even into the islands of Oceania and parts of the New World, by way of ocean-navigating voyages pre-dating Columbus by hundreds or thousands of years.
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